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INT. SUPRIYA’S HOME - DAY

It’s a beautiful day at the Mehta’s home in Mumbai. SUPRIYA

(45),is a homemaker and mother.She is

tall,pretty,intelligent and dotes on her son VIJAY.VIJAY

(18),is a struggling actor and singer who is trying his luck

in Bollywood but he suffers from schizophrenia.

Vijay enters the hall for breakfast. Supriya has served it.

VIJAY

(soft tone)

Good Morning mom!

SUPRIYA

Good morning son!Are you

alright?You look pale.

VIJAY

(stammering)

I guess so...

Vijay is not able to speak clearly at the moment.He is

heavily drugged. Supriya on seeing that Vijay is stammering

immediately calls DR. FAZAL (50),an eminent psychologist.He

is short,slightly plump and is well versed in his field of

Psychology.

SUPRIYA

Hello doctor Fazal!

DR. FAZAL

Hi Supriya!What’s the matter?Is

Vijay alright?

SUPRIYA

No doctor. Vijay is stammering and

he is looking pale.He appears

drugged.What should I do?

DR. FAZAL

Don’t worry!Just give him Neocalm

Plus before he goes to sleep

tonight and stop the heavy

sedatives.He’ll be alright.

SUPRIYA

Okay doctor,I’ll give him this

medicine and stop the sedatives.

Thank you so much.God bless you!

(CONTINUED)
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DR. FAZAL

Thanks Supriya!Keep me posted on

his condition.Bye for now.

SUPRIYA

Bye doctor!I will.

CUT TO:

INT. SUPRIYA’S HOME - NIGHT

Supriya gives the correct dose of Neocalm Plus to Vijay.He

is feeling better.

VIJAY

Mom,I have a good question to ask

you.

SUPRIYA

What is it love?

VIJAY

I want to meet Urvashi Rautela

(Bollywood heroine). Is it possible

for you to introduce me to her?

SUPRIYA

Darling,you are not well. Urvashi

will see that you are not healthy

and will politely excuse herself if

the two of you were to meet.

VIJAY

(crying)

Oh God!Mom, please,please...I’ve

never asked you for anything

important earlier but my biggest

goal in life is to meet Urvashi.

Don’t say no!

SUPRIYA

Alright honey!Don’t cry.I’ll try my

best.Tomorrow,I’ll call Urvashi’s

manager and persuade him to let us

meet her.Now,don’t think about

anything but go to sleep.

VIJAY

That’s great mom!Thanks a lot.I

will.I’m so happy and excited.Good

night and pleasant dreams.

(CONTINUED)
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SUPRIYA

Good night and sleep tight.

Vijay and Supriya retire for the night.

CUT TO:

INT. SUPRIYA’S HOME - DAY

The sun is shining bright and it’s a lovely day in

Mumbai.Supriya calls Urvashi’s manager VICTOR.VICTOR (40),is

of medium height,practical,capable,good natured and

reliable.

SUPRIYA

(phoning Victor)

Hello,am I speaking to Victor?

VICTOR

Yes,what can I do for you?

SUPRIYA

My name is Supriya.My son and I are

fans of Urvashi Rautela and we

would greatly appreciate it if you

could give us an appointment with

her as we really loved her film

Great Grand Masti.

VICTOR

Mam,Urvashi is very busy but I will

work out an appointment for you and

your son to meet her within three

to five days.I’ll definitely get

back to you.

SUPRIYA

Thanks a lot,Victor.So,I will

expect your call soon.

VICTOR

Absolutely mam!I will,bye and have

a great day.

SUPRIYA

You too.Bye Victor and thanks

again.

VICTOR

Bye!My pleasure.

Victor disconnects his phone.Supriya shares the good news

with Vijay.He is thrilled and excited.



4.

INT. SUPRIYA’S HOME - LATER

Vijay chats with Supriya.

VIJAY

Mom,when are we going to meet

Urvashi?I can’t wait.I’m so

excited.

SUPRIYA

Sweetie,her manager Victor told me

that he would get back to me within

three to five days.So don’t worry

and be happy.

VIJAY

Yes mom,I will.I’m looking forward

to the meeting.Love you mom.This is

the sweetest thing that you have

done for me.

SUPRIYA

Love you too darling.I’m also

looking forward to it.I’m happy to

do good things for you.Lets hope

something good comes out of this

meeting.Lets pray that something

does.

VIJAY

Yes mom,I’ll pray too.I also hope

something good comes out of this

too.

Vijay and Supriya hug each other and continue their

activities.

CUT TO:

INT. SUPRIYA’S HOME - DAY

Three days have passed by.The phone rings and it is

Victor.Vijay listens to Supriya speaking to Victor on the

phone.

SUPRIYA

(answering phone)

Hello Victor!Are you introducing us

to Urvashi?

(CONTINUED)
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VICTOR

Absolutely mam!Urvashi has agreed

to meet you and your son.So we’ll

meet at the Taj Lands End tomorrow

for lunch.

SUPRIYA

Splendid!What time should we be

there at?

VICTOR

Come by 1pm.

SUPRIYA

Alright,lovely Victor.We’ll be

there at 1pm sharp.Looking forward

to it,Victor.

VICTOR

Likewise mam!I’m looking forward to

it too.See you tomorrow.Bye!

SUPRIYA

Bye Victor!Thanks.

Supriya disconnects the phone and Vijay who has been

listening to their conversation is ecstatic to finally be

able to meet his dream girl.

CUT TO:

INT. TAJ LANDS END - DAY

Vijay and Supriya arrive at the Taj Lands End for

lunch.URVASHI RAUTELA(19),a real

beauty,smart,capable,5’7" and a Bollywood heroine arrives

at the hotel with her manager Victor.Supriya waves to

them.They approach their table.

URVASHI RAUTELA

Good afternoon!I’m Urvashi and it’s

a pleasure to meet you Supriya mam.

SUPRIYA

Good afternoon Urvashi!The pleasure

is all mine.So sweet of you to meet

us.This is my son,Vijay.

URVASHI RAUTELA

Hi Vijay!Lovely to meet you.

(CONTINUED)
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VIJAY

(confidently)

Hello Urvashi!It’s a pleasure to

meet you.I’m a big fan of yours.I

really loved your film Great Grand

Masti.You were superb in it.

URVASHI RAUTELA

(laughing)

Oh my,thank you that is really very

sweet of you.The director Indra

Kumar brought out the best in

me.The credit goes to him.

VIJAY

I see.You acted beautifully in the

movie.

URVASHI RAUTELA

Thanks!

VICTOR

Hello Supriya!Hello Vijay!

SUPRIYA

Hello Victor!Thanks again for this

meeting.

VIJAY

Hello Victor!It’s nice to meet you.

VICTOR

My pleasure too!Go ahead and chat

with Urvashi.I’ll order lunch.

VIJAY

Thank you,Victor!So Urvashi,did you

always want to be an actress?

URVASHI RAUTELA

I did and so I trained to become an

actress but I was a good student.

So,what do you do?

VIJAY

I am also an actor and a singer.But

I am struggling right now.I think i

will just have to bide my time.

URVASHI RAUTELA

That’s great!Victor I’m sure can

introduce you to some good

directors.

(CONTINUED)
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VICTOR

Yes,I will introduce you to a few

directors.Anyway,here is our

lunch.Lets eat,I’m hungry.

VIJAY

Urvashi,I was wondering can we be

friends?

URVASHI RAUTELA

Yes Vijay,I would like that.In fact

you can think of me as your sister.

VIJAY

Lovely!You have made my day,

Urvashi.Thanks again.You know it’s

been my dream to meet you.I’m very

happy that my dream has come true.

URVASHI RAUTELA

I’m also glad to meet you.I will be

your older sister.Here,take my

mobile number.You can call me at

anytime.

VIJAY

Thank you for the number.I’ll keep

it safely with me.

The waiter brings their food and they all have it.After they

finish they bid each other goodbye and leave the hotel.Vijay

and Supriya are both very happy that they have made friends

with Urvashi and Victor.They are both overjoyed.Their lives

are as bright as the sun and they live happily ever after.

THE END


